Problematic smartphone use: A conceptual overview and systematic review of relations with anxiety and depression psychopathology
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\textbf{A B S T R A C T}

\textit{Background}: Research literature on problematic smartphone use, or smartphone addiction, has proliferated. However, relationships with existing categories of psychopathology are not well defined. We discuss the concept of problematic smartphone use, including possible causal pathways to such use.

\textit{Method}: We conducted a systematic review of the relationship between problematic use with psychopathology. Using scholarly bibliographic databases, we screened 117 total citations, resulting in 23 peer-reviewer papers examining statistical relations between standardized measures of problematic smartphone use/use severity and the severity of psychopathology.

\textit{Results}: Most papers examined problematic use in relation to depression, anxiety, chronic stress and/or low self-esteem. Across this literature, without statistically adjusting for other relevant variables, depression severity was consistently related to problematic smartphone use, demonstrating at least medium effect sizes. Anxiety was also consistently related to problem use, but with small effect sizes. Stress was somewhat consistently related, with small to medium effects. Self-esteem was inconsistently related, with small to medium effects when found. Statistically adjusting for other relevant variables yielded similar but somewhat smaller effects.

\textit{Limitations}: We only included correlational studies in our systematic review, but address the few relevant experimental studies also.

\textit{Conclusions}: We discuss causal explanations for relationships between problem smartphone use and psychopathology.

\section{1. Introduction}

In recent years, mobile phones have become pervasively used globally (Pew Research Center, 2014, February 13). Despite the social networking advantages (Cho, 2015) and productivity enhancements from using mobile phones – smartphones in particular – a growing literature finds many people overuse their phones in ways that interfere with their daily lives (Cheever et al., 2014; Clayton et al., 2015). Problematic mobile phone use is associated with health hazards, such as texting while driving, leading to injury and death (reviewed in Cazzulino et al., 2014), and types of psychopathology, including anxiety and depression (e.g., Demirci et al., 2015; Kim et al., 2015a).

We present a conceptual review of problematic smartphone use. Next, to identify psychopathological correlates of problematic smartphone use, we conducted a systematic literature review and synthesis on relations between problem use – for smartphones, more specifically - and psychopathology. This review is aimed at synthesizing the diverse individual studies and their findings in this area, to derive overall conclusions on the problem smartphone use-psychopathology relationship. No such summary or synthesis has been available before in this area, leaving the reader to consider individual study findings, without a comprehensive snapshot of the literature as a whole. We make a point of going beyond a discussion of statistical significance, by focusing on effect sizes from these studies.

\section{2. Background}

The introduction of the iPhone to global markets in 2007 marked a
substantial and radical change in the mobile industry, and in subsequent mobile phone products, because of numerous technological advancements that came with it (Frommer, 2011, June 6). Based on a typology of internet uses and applications (Song et al., 2004), smartphone uses can be similarly categorized as follows: productivity enhancement (e.g., calendar and email), information seeking (e.g., web browsing news stories), social information and interaction (e.g., social media), diversion and relaxation, entertainment, monetary compensation (e.g., locating consumer deals) and personal status (van Deursen et al., 2015). Importantly, smartphones are compact and light, fitting into one’s pocket or purse for easy accessibility.

A national opinion poll study released in 2015 by the non-partisan Pew Research Center (Smith and Page, 2015, April 1) sampled more than 3000 American adult cellphone users, finding roughly two-thirds owned a smartphone. A subset of about 1000 participants was followed for one week in an experience sampling study of smartphone use. During the week of observation, the most prevalent (non-mutually exclusive) smartphone uses included texting (97%), voice or video calls (92%), internet browsing (89%), email (88%), and social network site use (75%).

Despite the many uses and advantages of smartphones, there are disadvantages. This review focuses on mental health correlates of problem smartphone use, but there are additional health hazards worth noting. Smartphones can distract drivers (especially young adults) who talk or text on the phone while driving, potentially leading to traffic accidents (reviewed in Cazzulino et al., 2014). Smartphone use is also a distractor among pedestrians while walking or crossing the street (Schwebel et al., 2012; Thompson et al., 2013). Smartphone use is associated with neck and shoulder pain because of one’s posture while using a smartphone (Shan et al., 2013; Xie et al., in press), as well as hand dysfunction (Inal et al., 2015). Mobile phone use in students is associated with poor physical fitness (Lepp et al., 2013; Rebold et al., 2016), and worse academic performance (Jacobsen and Forste, 2011; Lepp et al., 2014; Prabu et al., 2015). Greater problem use can expose individuals to more hazards or negative effects.

3. The addiction construct in relation to smartphone use

In the Pew Research study, 46% of smartphone owners indicated that they “couldn’t live without” their phone (Smith and Page, 2015, April 1). When separated from their smartphones, many individuals evidence mounting anxiety (Cheever et al., 2014) and physiological withdrawal-like symptoms (Clayton et al., 2015). In fact, many individuals experience phantom cell phone vibrations even in the absence of incoming phone notifications (Kruger and Djerf, 2016). In addition to “problematic smartphone use,” other terms that have been used to describe this construct regarding a smartphone include “addiction,” “excessive use,” “compulsive use,” and “compensatory use” (Kardefelt-Winther, 2014; Widyanto and Griffiths, 2006). “Compensatory use” may not be exactly the same as problematic use, but clarifies the motivation of such use – that is, to escape real-world problems and duties, and/or avoid negative emotion and affect (Kardefelt-Winther, 2014).

Problematic smartphone use has some communalities, but also differences, with other related constructs, such as internet addiction (reviewed in Kuss et al., 2014) and internet gaming addiction (reviewed in Kuss and Griffiths, 2012). These constructs have similar symptoms in common, typically measured using substance-related items with functional impairment. However, problematic smartphone use is different primarily because of the platform and interface of a smartphone. The internet addiction literature burgeoned before smartphones became prevalent – i.e., during times when it was not possible to use the internet, games or other web services on one’s phone. The portability and accessibility of such smartphone uses and applications, discussed above, make the nature of problem smartphone use different from these other constructs. (And in fact, these constructs are statistically distinct from one another, Kiraly et al., 2014).

To understand the newer construct of problem smartphone use, it is helpful to first review addiction in the context of the more established behavior of substance use. Most prominent psychological models of addiction posit that compulsive use, or what might be termed “addiction,” develops out of a process of positive and/or negative reinforcement (Robinson and Berridge, 2003). Negative reinforcement models, often referred to as “self-medication” or “affect regulation,” suggest that addiction develops as a way to cope with negative emotion (Baker et al., 2004). Although negative reinforcement seems like an intuitive mechanism for addiction, supporting research has been inconsistent (Shiffman et al., 2002). Negative reinforcement may result in subconscious associations that prompt automatic motivation to engage in the behaviors (Baker et al., 2004) (e.g., through automatic “checking” for smartphone notifications). However, the inability to engage in this automated behavior results in heightened levels of negative mood (Baker et al., 2004). Thus, negative reinforcement models offer a possible mechanism for use maintenance, but may not explain how one may progress from use initiation to pathological use.

More accepted in explaining how use progresses to pathological use are positive reinforcement models of addiction (primarily for substance use), such as incentive sensitization theory (Robinson and Berridge, 2001). This theory posits that addiction initially develops as a process of mood enhancement, where individuals enjoy, and eventually crave, the positive aspects of the compulsive behavior (Robinson and Berridge, 1993), such as notification checking. At the initial stages, this results in strong associative or Pavlovian learning, making individuals increasingly attuned to small cues that come to signal the reward received from the compulsive behavior. Eventually this produces a disconnect between “liking” engagement in the behavior and “wanting” engagement in the behavior (Robinson and Berridge, 2000). Consequently, individuals develop an attention bias to environmental cues that prompt them to engage in the compulsive behavior, producing an urge to chase the positive feelings that occurred in the initial stages of use.

Thus, pathological use, as in the case of problematic smartphone use, may begin as a process of positive reinforcement. As the behavior becomes more compulsory, the individual begins to experience negative mood when not engaging in the behavior (i.e., withdrawal). Consequently, the only way to relieve the withdrawal is by engaging in the behavior (Wise and Koob, 2014). Alternatively, another way to view positive and negative reinforcement in smartphone addiction is that both types of reinforcement similarly involve the craving of positive emotion to alleviate negative emotion. However, it is also important not to overpathologize smartphone use (Billieux et al., 2015b). Indeed, even within the drug use literature there is evidence that some levels of use are not detrimental, and in fact can be adaptive (Schulenberg et al., 2000; Shedler and Block, 1990).

Causal theories of problem smartphone use draw from models of internet addiction. Several important pathways that are broad in focus and most discussed in the literature are discussed below, though not necessarily an exhaustive list. Several pathways are related to negative reinforcement models: a) habitual use and checking behaviors (Oulasvirta et al., 2012); b) seeking excessive reassurance (Billieux et al., 2015a); and c) reluctance to miss important information or content (Przybylski et al., 2013). These pathways are relevant to negative reinforcement because they involve behaviors intended to alleviate negative emotion. Two additional pathways are relevant to both negative and positive reinforcement models because they involve hedonic behaviors intended to boost positive emotion, but also warding off negative emotion: d) extraversion and e) impulsivity (Billieux et al., 2015a). As previously noted (Billieux et al., 2015a) note, these pathways are not mutually exclusive.

The development of problematic smartphone use through habit involves the tendency for smartphone features such as notifications and alerts to serve as cues for automatic checking behavior of one’s phone
(Oulasvirta et al., 2012). Over time, merely seeing the phone on the countertop or nightstand, for example, serves as a cue for frequent and repeated checking for notifications. And such habits serve as a gateway to increased, potentially problematic, smartphone use over time (Oulasvirta et al., 2012). Such habits of checking one’s phone and observing notifications also serve in obtaining social reassurance behaviour from friends and relationship partners – the “reassurance seeking” pathway (Billieux et al., 2015a). This reassurance seeking behavior can broadly include symptoms such as low self-esteem, loneliness, depression and anxiety that drive such reassurance seeking (Billieux et al., 2015a). Furthermore, checking behaviors are related to the next pathway, “fear of missing out” (FoMO).

FoMO involves the reluctance to miss important information and rewards, including social information. Thus people with FoMO often perceive the need to stay persistently connected with what others are doing in their social network. This construct was first discussed in the news media (Morford, 2010, August 4). Research demonstrates that FoMO appears to drive overuse of technology such as social media (Alt, 2015; Przybylski et al., 2013), as well as smartphones (Clayton et al., 2015).

Additional pathways toward problematic smartphone use involve extraversion and impulsivity. The extraversion pathway involves social dependence-related symptoms, driving the individual to constantly maintain and establish new relationships, though without necessarily involving reassurance seeking from existing relationships (reviewed in Billieux et al., 2015a; also see Hoffner and Lee, 2015). This pathway can also involve sensation seeking and reward sensitivity (Billieux et al., 2015a). Finally, the impulsivity pathway involves lack of self-control and regulation in managing smartphone use (reviewed in Billieux et al., 2015a). This pathway is also relevant to antisocial personality traits, disinhibition, and attentional deficits (Billieux et al., 2015a). Evidence for such pathways derive from research, including structural equation models, finding associations between problem smartphone use and extraversion (e.g., Ehrenberg et al., 2008; Hong et al., 2012; Smetaniuk, 2014), impulsivity and lack of self-control (e.g., Jeong et al., 2016; Khang et al., 2013; Soror et al., 2015).

We should note that our discussion and organization above about pathways to problematic smartphone use is not an exhaustive list of pathways, and not the only way to organize pathways. Another way to organize these pathways could include: a) variables that involve personality traits on a continuum of normal-to-psychopathology (e.g., extraversion) that may or may not lead to problematic smartphone use; b) variables that are present among those already with problematic smartphone use (e.g., FoMO), and c) variables that are behavioral markers and may be problematic or could be productivity-conducive (e.g., habitual checking of a smartphone).

4. Aims

While these causal pathways elucidate the development of problem smartphone use, the study of psychopathological correlates of such use is a different issue. The primary purpose of the present paper is to synthesize findings on relationships between problematic smartphone use/use intensity with psychopathology severity using a systematic review. Systematic reviews are generally accepted as a common standard in healthcare research (Moher et al., 2015), and are increasingly common in contemporary times (Bastian et al., 2010).

We focused on the variables of both problematic smartphone use as well as the range of smartphone usage, because both have been examined in the literature. Furthermore, some theoretical models of problematic smartphone use assume that increased levels of use progress to problem use (Kim et al., 2015a; van Deursen et al., 2015); other models assume that problematic use leads to increased levels of use (Billieux et al., 2008; Hong et al., 2012). Despite a growing number of studies examining such relationships, no systematic review has previously been published, leaving a literature body of isolated findings.  

5. Method

5.1. Search strategy

We conducted a systematic review of publications available from 2008 until September 21, 2015 to identify all relevant studies. As indicated above, the iPhone’s debut in 2007 set the stage for a major advancement in mobile phone technology. Thus we included studies published after 2007 in order to analyze data from participants most likely to use smartphones rather than older cellular phones. Data collection and analysis proceeded in accordance with the PRISMA review guidelines (Moher et al., 2015).

We searched three comprehensive bibliographic databases: PsycINFO, PubMed, and Google Scholar. We used such search 3 terms as “cellular phone,” “cell phone,” “mobile devices,” and “mobile phone,” in combination with (using the “AND” Boolean operator) terms as “problem use,” “compensatory use,” “addiction,” “internet addiction,” and “smartphone addiction.” After identifying and deleting the duplicates, citations and full text were imported into Endnote X7. We next reviewed reference lists from the resulting titles in order to locate additional relevant papers. Finally, we manually searched relevant journals for recently added content, including Computers in Human Behavior, and Cyberpsychology, Behavior and Social Networking.

5.2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria, and study selection

We required studies in our review to have the following characteristics: 1) published or “online first” in peer-reviewed journals; 2) written in English; 3) included a standardized instrument (i.e., administered in a consistent manner across subjects) measuring psychopathology; 4) included a standardized and/or quantifiable measure of smartphone/mobile phone addiction, or the continuum of usage; and 5) conducted inferential statistics examining relationships between psychopathology and phone addiction/usage. Studies were excluded that only examined internet addiction but not in the context of smartphone use.

We included studies that examined psychopathology variables that are incorporated into DSM-5 as clinical disorders, disorder categories, or symptoms of disorders. We also excluded studies that only examined personality (but not psychopathological) constructs such as loneliness, sensation-seeking, or impulsivity, in order to glean information about DSM-5-related psychopathology constructs. We chose psychopathology variables used in multiple studies (at least three), in order to draw generalizable conclusions based on adequate data.

We also excluded studies that used latent groups of individuals to examine psychopathology-phone addiction relationships (Lu et al., 2014; Mok et al., 2014). Additionally, when a study measured smartphone use/addiction in both dimensional and dichotomized formats, we present effect sizes based only on continuous data, due to statistical limitations with using dichotomized variables (MacCallum et al., 2002), and the lack of present diagnostic criteria or classification algorithms for problem smartphone use (for a discussion, see Lopez-Fernandez et al. (2014)).

Two study authors reviewed the titles and abstracts resulting from our search to identify relevant studies. Full-text papers were then assessed independently for relevance, and a third author discussed any disagreements. Data abstraction was completed by one author (JDE) who first created an excel sheet with all relevant information including study characteristics such as location of study, age category, sex, sample size, type of independent and dependent variables, and summary unadjusted and adjusted effect sizes.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>participants</th>
<th>Phone addiction/use variable(s)</th>
<th>Bivariate results with phone addiction/use</th>
<th>Multivariate results with phone addiction/use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Lepp et al., 2014)</td>
<td>536</td>
<td>College students</td>
<td>1) Cell phone minutes per day 2) # Texts per day</td>
<td>1) BAI scores r=.10* 2) BAI scores r=.09*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Beranuy et al., 2009)</td>
<td>404</td>
<td>College students</td>
<td>CERM scores</td>
<td></td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lee et al., 2014)</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>Adults from community</td>
<td>Scores on scale of compulsive smartphone use</td>
<td>1) SIAS scores r=.44*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kang et al., 2013)</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>College students</td>
<td>Mobile phone addiction scores</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Adjusting for locus of control, materialism, and need for touch... SIAS beta=.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Lee et al., 2014)</td>
<td>944</td>
<td>6th grade students</td>
<td>Stress scale</td>
<td>Stress scale r=.29*</td>
<td>Adjusting for gender, SCRS, BSSS, UCLA Loneliness Scale, media usage type... Stress scale beta=.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Hong et al., 2012)</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>College students</td>
<td>1) MPAS scores on Time Management 2) MPAS Academic Problems 3) MPAS Reality Substitute 4) Number of daily calls 5) Number of daily sent texts</td>
<td>1) LPAS Anxiety subscale r=.15*, RSES r=.26 2) Anxiety r=.27*, RSES r=.24* 3) Anxiety r=.25*, RSES r=.18* 4) Anxiety r=.21*, RSES r=.10 5) Anxiety r=.15*, RSES r=.17*</td>
<td>(Predicting overall MPAS), adjusting for social extraversion... Anxiety beta=.23*, RSES beta=.25*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kim et al., 2015b)</td>
<td>351</td>
<td>6th grade students</td>
<td>MPOQ scores</td>
<td>STAI scores r=.30*</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kim et al., 2014)</td>
<td>795</td>
<td>Elementary, middle and high school students</td>
<td>SAPS-Y scores</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| (Ehrenberg et al., 2008) | 200 | College students | 1) # of calls 2) # SMS 3) # Mms 4) MPAT scores 5) IMAT scores | N/A | Adjusting for NEO FFI scores on neuroticism, extraversion, agreeableness, conscien
tiousness... 1) CSI beta=.04 2) CSI beta=.07 3) CSI beta=.28 4) CSI beta=.04 4) CSI beta=.28 |
<p>| (Walsh et al., 2011) | 303 | College and high school students | 1) MPPUS score 2) MPFQ scores | 1) RSES r=.05 2) RSES r=.15 | Adjusting for age, gender, payment method, self-identity, in-group norms, need to belong... 1) RSES beta=.01 2) RSES beta=.08 |
| (van Deursen et al., 2015) | 386 | Internet survey panel adults | 1) MPPUS scores for habitual use 2) MPPUS scores for addictive use | 1) BFNES social stress scores r=.14 2) BFNES social stress scores r=.33 | Adjusting for age, gender, process smartphone use, social smartphone use, emotional intelligence, and SRQ... 1) social stress beta=.01 2) social stress beta=.13 |
| (Wang et al., 2015) | 600 | College students | SAS-C scores | For problematic smartphone users... PSS scores r=.33 | Across various models with different sets of predictors... PSS scores betas ranged from .19 to .31 |
| (Lee, 2015) | 304 | Black college students | SAS-SV scores | N/A | Adjusting for age, gender, IPIP traits of extraversion, agreeableness, neuroticism, conscientiousness, Facebook addiction and multitasking... SIAS beta=.31* |
| (Thomée et al., 2011) | 4156 | Randomly selected community sample | Combination of # phone calls + # SMS... Categorizing participants as low vs. high users | N/A | Adjusting for relationship status, education, occupation... Sleep item*, stress item*, 3-item depression survey* |
| (Ha et al., 2008) | 595 | Technical high school students | EC-PUS scores... Dichotomized into excessive vs. low users | BDI scores*, IAS scores*, lower RSES scores | N/A |
| (Harwood et al., 2014) | 274 | Adults from email listservs, social networking sites, universities | 1) # text 2) # calls 3) smart device use frequency 4) email frequency 5) MPFQ smart device involvement scores | 1) DASS-21 anxiety r=.19*, stress (ns) 2) depression r=.13*, stress (ns) 3) stress (ns), anxiety (ns), depression (ns) 4) stress (ns) 5) depression r=.24*, stress r=.27*, anxiety r=.24* | Across various models with different sets of predictors... Smart-device involvement predicted depression (beta=.15*), anxiety (beta=.12), stress (beta=.18* ) |
| (Gueller and Cosguner, 2012) | 950 | High school students | PMPUS scores | BDI r=.24 | N/A |
| (Augner and Hacker, 2006) | 206 | Technical college students | PU scores | N/A | Adjusting for age, gender, extraversion, emotional stability... Chronic (continued on next page) |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Sample size</th>
<th>participants</th>
<th>Phone addiction/use variable(s)</th>
<th>Bivariate results with phone addiction/use</th>
<th>Multivariate results with phone addiction/use</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Lu et al., 2011)</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>City office employees</td>
<td>1) STDs Emotional reaction score 2) STDs Excessive use score 3) STDs Relationship maintenance score</td>
<td>1) HADS anxiety score r=.07, HADS depression r=.32 2) HADS anxiety score r=.02, HADS depression r=.31 3) HADS anxiety score r=.16, HADS depression r=.31</td>
<td>Stress Inventory beta=.27*, WHO-5 depression beta=.15* Predicting a latent STDs factor, HADS depression beta=.48*, HADS anxiety beta=.21*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Smetaninik, 2014)</td>
<td>362</td>
<td>College students</td>
<td>1) ACPAT scores 2) MPPUS scores</td>
<td>1) ZSRD scores r=.43*, RSES scores r=.27 2) ZSRD r=.45*, RSES r=.27</td>
<td>Adjusting for age, Extraversion Scale, Emotional Stability Scale, Impulse Control Scale</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Yen et al., 2009)</td>
<td>1210</td>
<td>Junior and high school students</td>
<td>PCPUQ high vs. low use</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Adjusting for gender, age, residential area... CES-D high vs. low scores unstandardized beta=.94 (odds ratio=2.57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Demirci et al., 2015)</td>
<td>319</td>
<td>College students</td>
<td>SAS Scores</td>
<td>BDI r=.27, BAI r=.28</td>
<td>Adjusting for age and gender... BDI beta=.07, BAI beta=.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Kim et al., 2015a)</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>Amazon Mechanical Turk Adult Subjects</td>
<td>PUMP (latent factor)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>Adjusting for daily minutes cell phone usage, pass-time motivation and alleviation motivation to use mobile phone... CES-D (10-item version) beta=.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: All beta weights are standardized, unless otherwise noted.

Note: All beta weights are standardized, unless otherwise noted.

ACPAT=Adapted Cell Phone Addiction Test; BAI=Beck Anxiety Inventory; BFNES=Brief Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale; BSSES=Brief Sensation Seeking Scale; CER=Ho-Questionario de Experiencias Relacionadas con el Movil; CES-D=Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; CSI=Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory; DAS-21=Depression Anxiety Stress-21 Scale; EC-PU=Excessive Cellular Phone Use Survey; GSI=Global Severity Index; IAS=International Anxiety Scale; IM=Instant Messages; IMAT=Instant Message Addiction Tendencies Scale; IPI=Mini-International Personality Item Pool; K Scale=Young's internet addiction scale; NA=Not Applicable; LPS=Lai's Personality Scale; MPAS=M-Smartphone Addiction Scale; MPAT=Mobile Phone Addiction Tendencies Scale; MPQI=Mobile Phone Involves Questionnaire; MPOQ=Mobile Phone Overuse Questionnaire; MPPUS=Mobile Phone Problematic Use Scale; MPUBS=Mobile Phone Use Behaviors Scale; ns=Not significant (indicated if no effect size or coefficient provided by authors); NEO=NEO Five Factor Inventory; PCPUQ=Problematic Cellular Phone Use Questionnaire; PDS=Positive Symptom Distress Index; PMPUS=Problematic Mobile Phone Use Scale; PSS=Perceived Stress Scale; PST=Positive Symptom Total; PU=Problematic Mobile Phone Use; PUMP=Problematic Use of Mobile Phone measure; RSES=Rosengberg Self-Esteem Scale; SAPS=Korean Smartphone Addiction Proneness Scale for Youth; SAS=Smartphone Addiction Scale; SASS=Smartphone Addiction Scale for College Students; SAS-SV=Smartphone Addiction Scale-Short Version; SCL=Symptom Checklist-90-Revised; SCSF=Self-Control Rating Scale; SIAS=Social Interaction Anxiety Scale; SMS=Short Message Service text messages; SRQ=Stop The Self-Regulation Questionnaire; STAI=State Trait Anxiety Inventory; STDs=Self Perception of Text Messaging Dependency Scale; ZSRD=Zung Self-Rating Depression Scale.

*p < .05.
6. Results

6.1. Overall search findings

Our initial search yielded 117 titles. A total of 94 titles were excluded for studying assessment or intervention for substance use (n=44; 37.3%), not assessing psychopathology (n=26, 22.0%), not presenting empirical data (n=16, 13.6%), or not being written in English (n=8, 6.8%). Thus we had 23 titles in our review.

However, only six of these 23 titles explicitly distinguished between smartphone and non-smartphone use and indicated that their sample was composed exclusively of smartphone users. In terms of the likelihood of samples including participants with smartphones vs. older cellular phones, only four studies included (17.4%) were published before 2011 (but after 2007). Furthermore, most of the studies used college samples, and smartphone ownership among traditional college-age students is close to 100% (Poushter, 2016, February 22). Therefore, we also discuss effect sizes of more recent studies, below, in the Results section.

6.2. Methodological issues in the studies reviewed

We now report characteristics of the studies included in our review (indicated in Table 1). All studies had sample sizes of 200 or more reported for their analyses; two of which had samples greater than 1000 (Thomée et al., 2011; Yen et al., 2009). The average sample size was 623 participants (n=427 if excluding studies with more than 1000 participants). The majority of studies used exclusively students in college (n=10) or primary school (n=6). Other studies used non-student adults (n=5) (Kim et al., 2015a; Lee et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2011; Thomée et al., 2011; van Deursen et al., 2015), or a mix of samples (Harwood et al., 2014; Walsh et al., 2011). Studies were conducted in various countries, mostly including China (n=4) (Hong et al., 2012; Lee et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2015; Yen et al., 2009), Korea (n=4) (Ha et al., 2008; Jeong et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2015b), and the United States (n=4) (Khang et al., 2013; Kim et al., 2015a; Lee, 2015; Lepp et al., 2014; Smetaniuk, 2014).

The vast majority of studies included a standardized measure of problem smartphone use. Two studies did not measure problem use, but only the dimensionality of phone usage (Lepp et al., 2014; Thomée et al., 2011). While most studies examined problematic smartphone use as a continuous variable, two studies only examined dichotomized versions of such use (Ha et al., 2008; Yen et al., 2009).

Numerous problematic smartphone use/addiction scales were used across studies. Scales represented in more than one study each included the Mobile Phone Involvement Questionnaire, developed by Deursen et al., 2015; Lee, 2015; Lepp et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2011). Each study used a different measure of stress, including the DASS, Perceived Stress Scale, Chronic Stress Inventory, a variation of the Brief Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale, items adapted from the Hassles Scale and Uplifts Scale, and a single-item stress measure. Statistically significant associations between problematic smartphone use and stress were found in 5 of the 6 studies reviewed. Effect sizes were in the r =.20–.30 range. The majority of multivariate associations were significant, mostly with betas ranging from .10 to .30. Results were similar when considering only the more recent studies – since 2014.

6.3. Main review findings

We structure our findings below, organizing them first by the use of well-validated instruments assessing psychopathology. Then we present effect sizes for relations between problematic smartphone use and the type of psychopathology considered. Because of the concern that some participants in these studies may have owned non-smart mobile phones, we also discuss effect sizes for studies published very recently – to be conservative, since 2014 (n=14).

6.3.1. Depression

Ten studies assessed symptoms of depression (Augner and Hacker, 2012; Demirici et al., 2015; Guzeller and Cosguner, 2012; Ha et al., 2008; Harwood et al., 2014; Kim et al., 2015a; Lu et al., 2011; Smetaniuk, 2014; Thomée et al., 2011; Yen et al., 2009). Three of these studies used the Beck Depression Inventory (Demirici et al., 2015; Guzeller and Cosguner, 2012; Ha et al., 2008). The remaining studies used Zung’s Self-Rating Depression Scale, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale, Depression Anxiety Stress Scale (DASS), World Health Organization-5 Depression Scale, or variations of the Patient Health Questionnaire or Center for Epidemiologic Studies-Depression Scale. Depression severity was significantly associated with problematic or general smartphone use, on a bivariate and multivariate basis in 9 of the 10 studies reviewed (Table 1). Bivariate correlations were typically in the range of .30–.40. Statistical adjustment in regression models yielded beta coefficients that were somewhat more varied, with several in the .30 to .50 range, but with several other coefficients somewhat lower. These results were quite similar when considering only the more recent studies – since 2014.

6.3.2. Anxiety

Nine studies assessed symptoms of anxiety (Demirici et al., 2015; Ha et al., 2008; Harwood et al., 2014; Hong et al., 2012; Kim et al., 2015b; Lee, 2015; Lee et al., 2014; Lepp et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2011). Two studies used the Beck Anxiety Inventory (Demirici et al., 2015; Lepp et al., 2014), while others used social anxiety-related scales (Ha et al., 2008; Lee, 2015; Lee et al., 2014). Anxiety was significantly associated with smartphone addiction/use in 8 of the 9 reviewed studies. Bivariate correlations and multivariate beta coefficients were generally smaller than for depression, more typically around .20. These results were similar when only considering the more recent studies.

6.3.3. Stress

Six studies examined stress symptoms (Augner and Hacker, 2012; Harwood et al., 2014; Jeong et al., 2016; Thomée et al., 2011; van Deursen et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2015). Each study used a different measure of stress, including the DASS, Perceived Stress Scale, Chronic Stress Inventory, a variation of the Brief Fear of Negative Evaluation Scale, items adapted from the Hassles Scale and Uplifts Scale, and a single-item stress measure. Statistically significant associations between problematic smartphone use and stress were found in 5 of the 6 studies reviewed. Effect sizes were in the r =.20–.30 range. The majority of multivariate associations were significant, mostly with betas ranging from .10 to .30. Results were similar when considering only the more recent studies.

6.3.4. Self-Esteem

Six studies examined self-esteem (Ehrenberg et al., 2008; Ha et al., 2008; Hong et al., 2012; Kang et al., 2013; Smetaniuk, 2014; Walsh et al., 2011). All but one of these studies used the Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale; the remaining study (Ehrenberg et al., 2008) used the Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory. Statistically significant associations between lower self-esteem and greater problem smartphone use...
were found in 5 of the 6 studies reviewed. Effect sizes ranged from $r = -0.10$ to $r = -0.30$. Statistical adjustment in regression models included several significant and several non-significant findings; betas were mostly from near zero to $-0.20$. Results were very similar when only considering the more recent studies – however, bivariate relations were only examined in one study, finding $r$ of $-0.27$.

7. Discussion

Our general findings suggest that problematic and general smartphone use commonly co-occur with the mental disorder constructs of depression, anxiety, and also with stress. We found depression severity to be consistently, significantly linked with smartphone addiction. Based on effect size conventions (Cohen, 1988), these relationships generally had at least medium bivariate effect sizes, though slightly lower on average when statistically controlling for other relevant variables. Anxiety severity was also consistently, significantly associated with problem smartphone use, with small effect sizes. Stress severity was fairly consistently associated with problem smartphone use, with small to medium effects. Self-esteem was not consistently associated with problem use; although bivariate effects were small to medium in size, they were much lower in absolute size in multivariate analyses.

The depression and anxiety constructs related to problem smartphone use are particularly noteworthy to discuss. In epidemiological studies, people with major depressive disorder are very likely to be diagnosed with anxiety disorders, and vice versa (Cummings et al., 2014; Lamers et al., 2011). Future research should test whether variance in smartphone addiction is more explained by depression or anxiety. Additionally, privacy issues with data on smartphones, and associated user anxiety (Elhai and Hall, 2016), should be further studied.

7.1. Explanations for psychopathology’s relations with problematic smartphone use

The studies reviewed in our paper were predominantly correlational in design, thus making it difficult to infer cause from effect regarding the relationship between psychopathology and problem smartphone use. However, two papers used longitudinal designs to clarify causality (Lu et al., 2014; Thomée et al., 2011). Three prominent causal explanations have been discussed in the literature, discussed below.

First, placed within the larger context of research on the internet and technology’s relations with psychopathology, there is some evidence that psychopathology, such as depression or anxiety, can cause technology addiction. For example, chronically stressed individuals are found to use online video gaming as a coping mechanism to relieve their stress (though not typically a successful stress relief strategy) (Snodgrass et al., 2014). Furthermore, depressed individuals use their mobile phones as a coping method to deal with their depressive, negative emotion (Kim et al., 2015a). Thus smartphone use could function as an experiential avoidance strategy to deflect aversive emotional content; however, experiential avoidance is ineffective toward this goal, and has adverse emotional consequences (Macmillan et al., 2015). In fact, the possibility that psychopathology can cause problem smartphone use fits with Billeux et al.’s (2015a) focus on the excessive reassurance seeking pathway toward addiction. Excessive reassurance seeking is a feature and maintenance factor of depression (Evrain and D’ozois, 2011) and anxiety (Cougle et al., 2012; Rector et al., 2011), and can manifest through repeated, problematic use of phone checking behaviors (Billeux et al., 2015a).

Second, some evidence suggests that increased levels of technology use can cause the types of psychopathology discussed here. For example, in a longitudinal study of college students, Thomée et al. (2007) found that those categorized as heavy users of computers, social media and mobile phones report greater subsequent levels of prolonged stress, depression and sleep disturbance. Furthermore, in a community study of young adults, even after excluding participants with baseline mental health problems, high mobile phone use was associated with subsequent stress, sleep difficulties and depression at one-year follow-up (Thomée et al., 2011). Relatedly, excessive smartphone use at night, in particular, could keep one awake late, thus impairing sleep, and influencing stress and depression (Lemola et al., 2015). However, alternative explanations for why problem smartphone use can lead to these mental health problems include: a) blue light emitted from smartphones can interfere with sleep (Oh et al., 2015), and b) increasing work demands to stay digitally connected can cause stress and burnout (Derks and Bakker, 2014; Derks et al., 2012).

Third, other evidence suggests a bidirectional relationship, whereby problem smartphone use drives psychopathology, and psychopathology further drives problematic use (van den Eijnden et al., 2008; Yen et al., 2012). For example, a depressed individual may be driven to excessively use his/her smartphone to escape the negative emotion of depression. However, this excessive smartphone use consequently keeps the individual up late at night and thus elicits more depression, irritability and stress. Thus smartphone addiction can involve a vicious cycle with psychopathology (Kim et al., 2015a).

7.2. Limitations

As we indicated above, we only included correlational studies in our review of smartphone use/addiction with psychopathology. Of note, another type of design that has been used in this area is to separate research participants from their smartphones, and measure their resulting mental health status. Two studies of college students used this design, and measured anxiety and/or physiological response ratings after separation – compared to ratings from participants who were not separated from their phones (Cheever et al., 2014; Clayton et al., 2015). These studies found support for significant increases in anxiety upon being separated from one’s smartphone. Cheever et al. (2014) found anxiety to gradually increase over time among excessive mobile device users. And Clayton et al. (2015) found anxiety, blood pressure and heart rate increases when placing a phone call to subjects’ phones that were audible to the subjects, while being separated from the phone. Such a design can further clarify the real-world relationships between problematic smartphone use and psychopathology.

7.3. 3. Conclusions

In conclusion, we found most support for relationships between problematic smartphone use and both depression and anxiety severity. Mild support was found for stress and self-esteem constructs. Future research should expand from these psychopathology constructs to assess additional constructs related to problematic smartphone use.
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